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Please add the attached emails in Docket No. 20200000. 

Thank you, 

Jennifer Brownfield 
Executive Assistant to Commissioner Julie I. Brown 

Florida Public Service Commission 

2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 

Tallahassee, FL 32399 

(850) 413-6030 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cecilia nevel <cecilia.nevel.15663432@p2a.co > 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:17 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
cecilia nevel 
1150 Marine St 
Clearwater, FL 33755 



Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Alice Clews <Alice.Clews.231825324@p2a.co > 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12: 15 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Alice Clews 
785 St Judes Dr N 
Longboat Key, FL 34228 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tim Glover <Tim.Glover.52623174@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:15 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Thank you, 
Tim Glover 
9446 Fleming Grant Rd 
Micco, FL 32976 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

MarySue Baker <MarySue.Baker.15614076@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:14 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
MarySue Baker 
6318 Goldfinch St 
Sarasota, FL 34241 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

George Gonzalez < George.Gonzalez.15629665@p2a.co > 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:13 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
George Gonzalez 
10446 Grail Ave 
Englewood, FL 34224 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

T.K. Abight <TK.Abight.231762955@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:13 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
T.K. Abight 
6671 SW 91st Cir 
Ocala, FL 34481 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lorraine Moneypenny < Lorraine.Moneypenny.350608332@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:13 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar. installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Lorraine Moneypenny 
23506 Dawn Ave 
Port Charlotte, FL 33954 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Louie Meader < Louie.Meader.7S484651@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:10 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

· Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Louie Meader 
665 Pinehurst Cir NE 
Palm Bay, FL 32905 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Barb Morrison < Barb.Morrison.16681602@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:08 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Barb Morrison 
2346 Druid Rd E 
Clearwater, FL 33764 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Susan McGivern <Susan.McGivern.82264503@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:08 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Susan McGivem 
7880 Palm Aire Ln 
Sarasota, FL 34243 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Cynthia Call <Cynthia.Cal1.15579201@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:09 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Cynthia Call 
59 Paul Rene Dr 
Melbourne, FL 32904 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jo-Ann Leimberg <JoAnn.Leimberg.343998798@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:09 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 
We are the "Sunshine State" yet I see vast tracts of roofs with no solar collection. Let the "power" companies 

use homes and businesses for widespread collection and let them concentrate on collecting, saving and 

distributing. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Jo-Ann Leimberg 
2 Red Cedar Rd 
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Barbara Hicks < Barbara.Hicks.230240405@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:07 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Barbara Hicks 
921 Ell Way 
Sarasota, FL 34243 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mary Walls <Mary.Walls.94727957@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:07 PM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Mary Walls 
10450 Keuka Dr 
Jacksonville, FL 3 2218 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mark Aziz <Mark.Aziz.230553020@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:03 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Mark Aziz 
4931 Flame Ln 
Sarasota, FL 34232 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hollander Carol <Hollander.Carol.50188062@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 12:00 PM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment I", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Hollander Carol 
4770 NE 7th Ave 
Oakland Park, FL 33334 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sheryll Topping < Sheryll.Topping.101505963@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :59 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Sheryll Topping 
10951 Wetland Way 
Jensen Beach, FL 34957 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

David Pearson < David.Pearson.51731049@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :57 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
David Pearson 
600 Biltmore Way 
Coral Gables, FL 33134 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sheets Aida <Sheets.Aida.15641788@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :58 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Sheets Aida 
6926 10th Ave N 
St. Petersburg, FL 33710 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

David Babb <David.Babb.2138493@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :58 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
David Babb 
9126 Maple Ct 
Largo, FL 33777 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Richard Siegel < Richard.Siegel.16230918@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :52 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Richard Siegel 
811 NE 59th Ct 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mary lane < Mary.lane.82616106@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :49 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Mary lane 
2234 Royal Ln 
Naples, FL 34112 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sandra teger <sandra.teger.11551070@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11:47 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
sandra teger 
629 Lake Murex Cir 
Sanibel, FL 33957 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gavi stevens <gavi.stevens.213681973@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :44 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
gavi stevens 
460 Deville Dr E 
Largo, FL 33771 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jeff Thompson <Jeff.Thompson.309704296@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :43 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Jeff Thompson 
575 E Lake Rd 
Quincy, FL 32351 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Debra Bonnet < Debra.Bonnet.55432623@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :40 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Debra Bonnet 
13600 SW 102nd Ave 
Miami, FL 33176 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

C Smenos <C.Smenos.26678119@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :38 AM 
OffiG:e of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie lmanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
C Smenos 
1704 Pelican Cove Rd 
Sarasota, FL 34231 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lesley Arrandale < Lesley.Arrandale.74585768@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :37 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Lesley Arrandale 
1343 Jean Ct 
Jacksonville, FL 32207 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Howard wapner < Howard.wapner.232958155@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :37 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Howard wapner 
1850 SW 35th Pl 
Gainesville, FL 32608 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ginny Rotolante <Ginny.Rotolante.82669883@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :37 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Ginny Rotolante 
5728 SW 12th St 
West Miami, FL 33144 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Elizabeth Vollstadt < Elizabeth.Vollstadt.218807158@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :36 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Elizabeth Vollstadt 
906 Heron Point Cir 
Deland, FL 32724 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Stephanie Witkoski <Stephanie.Witkoski.52640733@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :36 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Stephanie Witkoski 
2171 SW 90th Ave 
Davie, FL 33324 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Selena Castillo < Selena.Castillo.22167593 5@p2a.co > 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :36 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment I", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Selena Castillo 
263 Winthrop Dr 
Spring Hill, FL 34609 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Elisabeth Carroll < Elisabeth.Carroll.8149792@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :32 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Elisabeth Carroll 
19201 Vista Ln 
Indian Shores, FL 33785 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kim Godwin <Kim.Godwin.231465225@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :32 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Kim Godwin 
3426 Fairbanks Grant Rd N 
Jacksonville, FL 32223 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mary lane <Mary.lane.82616106@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :30 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Mary lane 
2234 Royal Ln 
Naples, FL 34112 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marilyn Faught < Marilyn.Faught.92123355@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :29 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Marilyn Faught 
5770 Hammock Isles Dr 
Naples, FL 34119 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lyra erath <lyra.erath.74686559@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :28 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
lyra erath 
1301 Angus Morrison Rd 
Alligator Point, FL 32346 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lee Byron <Lee.Byron.92910144@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :28 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment I", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Lee Byron 
2729 S Brink Ave 
Sarasota, FL 34239 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

EDNA MILLER <EDNA.MILLER.287309669@p2a.co > 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :26 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
EDNA MILLER 
7090 F St 
Cedar Key, FL 32625 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Timothy Lippert <Timothy.Lippert.8073246@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :25 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Timothy Lippert 
13908 Chalk Hill Pl 
Riverview, FL 33579 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

David Neral <David.Nera1.36205789@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :24 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
David Neral 
811 Benton Dr 
Melbourne, FL 32901 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jennifer Scott <Jennifer.Scott.8126986@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :23 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Jennifer Scott 
17280 Whitewater Ct 
Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jim Parsons <Jim.Parsons.26407551@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :22 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Jim Parsons 
7350 Chesterfield Rd 
Pensacola, FL 32506 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Timothy Lippert <Timothy.Lippert.8073246@p2a.co> 

· Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :22 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growingjob in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Timothy Lippert 
13908 Chalk Hill Pl 
Riverview, FL 33579 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Bruce Sowden < Bruce.Sowden.107811039@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 202011:21 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Bruce Sowden 
1578 Earhart Ln 
Casselberry, FL 32707 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

George Craciun <George.Craciun.8671576@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :22 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptio,ns for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
George Craciun 
12811 Flint Creek Rd 
Thonotosassa, FL 33592 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Annett strahan <Annett.strahan.7154120@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :16 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar poltcies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Annett strahan 
2205 Crystal Dr 
Fort Myers, FL 33907 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lora losi <lora.losi.26845429@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :11 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
lora losi 
6534 Ridge Ct 
Titusville, FL 32780 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Paula Fenda < Paula.Fenda.55436043@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :09 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Paula Fenda 
5312 Courtney Cir 
Boynton Beach, FL 33472 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jody Berman <Jody.Berman.61062924@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :08 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment l", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Jody Berman 
630 NW 38th St 
Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Patricia Lattanzi a < Patricia.Lattanzia.71460066@p2a.co > 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :06 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1 ", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Patricia Lattanzia 
1180 Mosswood Chase 
Tallahassee, FL 32312 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Lizbeth Simpson <Lizbeth.Simpson.38159338@p2a.co> 
Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :05 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment I", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Lizbeth Simpson 
3458 Mainlands Blvd S 
Pinellas Park, FL 33782 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

timothy shanahan <timothy.shanahan.92446078@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :04 AM 
Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 
rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment I", which would have prohibited the 
subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 
customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 
receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 
Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 
industry. Don't tum your backs on us. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 
the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 
the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 
threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 
unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 
Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 
As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 
storms that are coming our way. It isn't all about generators and utility companies. Let sun shine on our public 
servants. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 
by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
timothy shanahan 
2122 SE 11th St 
Ocala, FL 34471 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Donald Hendricks <Donald.Hendricks.359195639@p2a.co> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2020 11 :04 AM 

Office of Commissioner Brown 

Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Julie Imanuel Brown, 

Time and time again, Florida's voters have made their support for policies meant to encourage the spread of 

rooftop solar clear. In 2016 voters rejected the utility-driven "Amendment 1", which would have prohibited the 

subsidization of solar energy, and approved 'Amendment 4', which provided tax exemptions for rooftop solar 

customers. 

Florida is in the middle of a public health and economic crisis. Undermining the rights of solar customers to 

receive full compensation for the power they produce will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Now is not the time to create more uncertainty by changing the fundamental economic landscape of the solar 

industry. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the fourth most electricity from solar panels in the country, led 

the country in new solar jobs, and employed over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was 

the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could 

threaten up to 125,000 of these jobs across the United States. Florida is struggling with an above 10% 

unemployment rate since May and the economic hardship could get worse if you end retail-rate net metering. 

People and businesses across the state rely on commonsense solar policies to take control of their own energy. 

Solar benefits Floridians' safety too. Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. 

As we progress through hurricane season, Floridians need more tools - not less - in order to weather all the 

storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, homeowners, and our environment from additional uncertainty 

by preserving retail compensation for net metering here in Florida. 

Thank you, 
Donald Hendricks 
13831 Waterbury Ct 
Fort Myers, FL 33919 
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